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Since 2007, because of increased activity in the china capital market, the amount of 
transactions has risen to over 10 times of that over the same period of last year, 
creating severe stresses on the Bank-Securitis-Trading-Platrorm. So according to the 
future requirements of the Business Department,the Technology Department is 
planning to adjust and rebuild the securities transaction platform in order to make the 
Bank-Securitis-Trading-Platrorm the most advanced investment platform. 
The new platform of Bank-Securitis-TradingPlatform is going to achieve the 
following goals: the separation of platform and business, the mechanism of the 
Transaction Control Bus (TCB), the control of transaction flow, the guarantee 
mechanism of abnormity operation and the availability of customizing. 
1、 Layout the system structure fully and import the Transaction Control Bus (TCB). 
The TCB is responsible for the transaction control process, but will have nothing 
to do with the specific business rules. The transformation from net control mode 
to TCB mode eliminates the block in original control system. 
2、 Deploy the guarantee mechanism and flow control mechanism on the TCB, so 
that they can deal with sudden increases in transactions and abnormity of the 
system, to make sure the system is running steadily. 
3、 Apply the configuration of transaction process, in order to satisfy the variety of 
process identification of customers, on the other hand it can also predigest and 
standardize the programming and management, improve the manageability and 
maintainability. 
The dissertation mainly discusses software engineering and makes a detailed 
introduction on the systems implementation process, including requirements analysis, 
structural design, database design, configuration of the development environment, 
coding and testing, and presents an integrated solution for the transaction platform of 
a large commercial bank. 
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